
Dance Tuition Rates and Fees

all rates are cumulative. For example, 3 students from the same family each taking 2 classes per week equals 6 classes total.  All tuition rates are based on the season.  Holidays, short months and long months are all taken into consideration.  there are no deductions for months with 3 classes and no extra fees for months with more than 4 lesson days.  There are no deductions for absences, however make up classes are available for excused absences only.  Please call the studio to let us know of absences.
no refunds

			monthly		three month semester		annual
one class		$38	     			$108			$308
two classes		$55		     		$157			$445
three classes		$73	      			$208			$591
four classes		$89	      			$254			$720
five classes		$104	     			$296			$842
six classes		$118		   		$337			$956
seven classes		$131		     	 	$373	            	$1061
eight classes		$143		      		$408              		$1158
nine classes		$163		      		$465	            	$1320

ten or more classes per week   -   $170  per month  (no other discounts apply)




Class Descriptions 

combo classes  for ages 3 - 7
predance  -  ages 3 - 4  emphasis is on creative movement and gross motor skill development - basic ballet is also included in this class  -  40 minutes
kinderdance  -  ages 4 - 5  -  basic ballet steps including terminology and basic beginner tap movement  -                            55 minute class
first grade combo  -  ages  5 - 6  -  ballet, tap and beginner jazz  -  85 minute class  -  counts as two classes

individual classes

ballet - the most classic of dance forms and the basis for all other dance training
pointe  -  upon instructor recommendation only - must be in conjunction with a ballet class 
tap  -  the most rhythmic of dance forms - students concentrate on percussive movement
jazz  -  incorporates many different dance styles of modern movement in technical form 
lyrical  -  a mix of ballet and jazz with an emphasis on music interpretation and story telling
hip hop  -  emphasis on street style movement with more emphasis on style than technique  -                   
musical theater  -  combination of singing, dancing and acting - the true 'triple threat'   -  stylized movement based on Broadway and movies
contemporary  -  incorporates modern, jazz and classical movement and includes shapes and interpretation of mucis


